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Terence Blanchard is the rare jazz star whose renown as a composer almost overshadows

his reputation as a daring and stylish improviser. Peter Van Breukelen/Redferns, via Getty
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Like Wayne Shorter — to whom his newest album,
“Absence,” is dedicated — Terence Blanchard is the rare
jazz star whose renown as a composer almost

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qbaYvRsdi0s


overshadows his reputation as a daring and stylish
improviser. Almost.

Blanchard, whose opera “Fire Shut Up in My Bones” opens
the Metropolitan Operaʼs season on Monday, rose as a jazz
phenom in the early 1980s, taking over the trumpet chair in
Art Blakeyʼs fabled Jazz Messengers after Wynton Marsalis
left. Barely 20, he was a double threat even then: writing
compositions of coiled energy and smartly woven rhythmic
interplay, and improvising fiercely, cutting sharp turns and
slipping into sly glissandos.

He soon became Spike Leeʼs musical other half, a
relationship that helped to make film scoring into a primary
vocation. And in the 21st century, heʼs established himself
as one of jazzʼs most respected educators and spokesmen.
Here are a few highlights from his discography.

‘Ninth Ward Strutʼ (1988)

Throughout much of the 1980s, Blanchard led a band along
with the alto saxophonist Donald Harrison — a fellow 20-
something New Orleans native and Jazz Messenger — that
became one of the standard-bearing groups of jazzʼs
Young Lions movement. In “Ninth Ward Strut,” Blanchard
pays tribute to his hometownʼs signature sound with a
swinging second-line rhythmic underpinning, while pushing
his own identity as a composer. The track is rhythmically
suspenseful and harmonically jagged in a way that would
become characteristic.

https://www.metopera.org/season/2021-22-season/fire-shut-up-in-my-bones/
https://www.jazziz.com/jazziz-time-capsule-playlist-the-young-lions/


‘The Nationʼ (1992)

Spike Lee tapped Blanchard to record the trumpet parts for
Denzel Washingtonʼs character in “Moʼ Better Blues”
(1990), including on the filmʼs title tune, which became a
kind of Young Lions-era classic. Lee soon began asking
Blanchard to write scores — and he hasnʼt stopped.
“Malcolm X” (1992) was one of the first films Blanchard
did, exploring an expanded palette of choral harmonies,
strings and brass. He rearranged the music for jazz sextet
soon after, and recorded it as “The Malcolm X Jazz Suite,”
a restless and ambitious album for Columbia Records.

‘A Child With the Bluesʼ (1997)
Blanchard recorded this track with the neo-soul doyenne
Erykah Badu for the soundtrack to “Fire Shut Up in My
Bones” librettist Kasi Lemmonsʼs 1997 film “Eveʼs Bayou.”
Bantering with Badu, he pulls sassy glissandos from the
horn and pushes her into pitter-patter rhythmic exchanges.
(It later reappeared on a deluxe edition of the album
“Baduizm.”)

‘Dear Momʼ (2007)

After scoring “When the Levees Broke,” Leeʼs 2006
documentary about Hurricane Katrina, Blanchard adapted
his compositions into a suite, as he had with the “Malcolm
X” music. He released the results as “A Tale of Godʼs Will”
the following year.



Katrina was deeply personal for Blanchard, whose mother
lost her home in the storm. Adoration and enervation
course together on “Dear Mom,” as Blanchard plays a pas
de deux with a large string section. The album won
Blanchard the second of his five Grammys, for Best Large
Jazz Ensemble Album.

‘Can Anyone Hear Meʼ (2018)

For years, Blanchard has put a premium on working with
younger musicians, and in his current quintet, the E-
Collective, heʼs assembled a wrecking crew of cutting-edge
improvisers who regularly reimagine how jazz-rock fusion
might work. On “Can Anyone Hear Me,” from a recent live
album, Blanchardʼs horn is encased in an electric bodysuit
of distortion and effects, but the precision and counter-
intuition of his soloing shines through.
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Fall TV Quiz: Know your “NCIS” from your “CSI”?

Music

Mickey Guyton's therapeutic debut album,
“Remember Her Name”
Classical music faces a new season marked by calls
for racial equity.
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Halle Berryʼs new film, “Bruised,” lets her assert
control.
Andrew Garfield canʼt remember who he was before
“Tick, Tick … Boom!”

Theater

Broadway is brimming with Black plays. But for how
long?
Three new plays in experimental styles test
Broadwayʼs possibilities.

Art

Behind Jasper Johns's new exhibition, “Mind/Mirror.”
Amid uncertainty, museums respond to global
demographic shifts.
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Gwen Verdon, Bob Fosseʼs wife, gets her due this fall.
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